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Tasks

WikiSuite | Roundcube: Add a "send and archive" or "reply and archive" button

Roundcube: Add a "send and archive" or "reply and archive" button

Status
Closed

Description
Roundcube: Add a "send and archive" or "reply and archive" button

Reported by
Marc Laporte

Priority
3

Area
Kolab (including Roundcube)

Details
Kolab / Roundcube has an interesting "Archive" button to remove the current message from the inbox. But you can still find it if needed. Cool.

However, often when I answer someone, it's clear to me that my answer is the end of the thread unless the other person replies. But sometimes, I want to keep the message in my inbox and thus keep the current behavior. Thus, I would like a "send and archive" or "reply and archive" button.
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Marc Laporte 2017-09-05 01:49
https://github.com/roundcube/roundcubemail/issues/5937

Marc Laporte 2018-07-26 00:15
Closing here.
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Reason: It's an upstream issue that only affects one component. So should be tracked upstream.